SKYWIRE TV ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY ALLOWS YOU TO
WATCH FREE TV IN 1080 HD

The average home pays over $750 for cable in just one year! Consumers are getting ripped off by the big cable companies and there is nothing they can do about it... until now. A NASA scientist created this antenna so that the little guy could “fight back” and enjoy their favorite TV shows in HD without handing over their hard-earned cash to the cable companies.

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Developed by a NASA scientist using military technology to capture full 1080 HD signals.

Up to 20 mile single directional anywhere in the United States室外 anytime.

Cord land mobile flat - no tools, antenna has 30 dB gain.

GET YOUR FAVORITE CHANNELS IN HD

Watch local news & weather.

Watch live sports (NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL, NASCAR, Golf, College, etc).

Watch your favorite TV shows.

Receive up to 100+ premium channels in HD.

SUPER EASY SETUP

Quick and easy 2-minute setup.

Just place the antenna anywhere indoors or outdoors. Works in all weather. Please note that indoor antennas work best with the included adhesive tape. Don’t be afraid to move it around.

The easy installation and compact 8.3" x 4.7" design makes it great for use in homes, RVs, campers while traveling or even in your office.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“I was very skeptical that a flat antenna facing the wrong way, facing an inward courtyard, in a city brick 1929 building, had a chance of finding any broadcast signal. To my great surprise, I am now enjoying over 50 crystal clear HD channels... This is a WINNER! Bye bye Cable!”

-Jerry Hopkins from Indianapolis, IN

“Bought this for my daughter; no trouble with installation, works great for her location and now has all of her favorite channels to watch for free. Great product, it really works great!”

-Angela Kelley from Palo Alto, CA

“I live in the city and wasn’t sure that this antenna would perform after being disappointed with others I had tried but this antenna delivers what it promises. I get 40 clear channels. What a deal! It’s goodbye to cable and I’ll be saving about $1000 a year.

-Robert Goodwin from Chicago, IL

Are you ready to cut the cord and stop paying a monthly cable bill?

(Take advantage of our one-time fire sale - it’s ending soon!)

YES! I WANT 50% OFF
Never Pay For Cable Or Subscriptions Again? This Device Allows You To Watch Your Favorite Channels For Free!

With Over 1.5 Million Units Sold Worldwide, Here Is The Best Solution To Watch Your Favorite Channels, Programs And Movies For Free!

We all know how frustrating invoices and subscriptions can be. We pay for cable, for Netflix, for movies and sports on demand ... it accumulates.

And of course, there are all the electronics. The receiver, the AppleTV, the Firesticks, and the DVD player are often expensive.

It is no wonder that more and more people are looking for cheaper and simpler ways to reduce their bills and get rid of all the electronics.

Fortunately, there is a solution to watch HDTV for free and legally!

A US-based company has just created a new, innovative and inexpensive device that is changing the way people use the media.
What is it about?

From SkyWire TV Antenna, a new antenna capable of receiving up to 100 channels or more completely free and legally.

Developed with military technology, the SkyWire TV Antenna uses a design that offers a more reliable and technologically advanced antenna than almost any other on the market. That means more channels, movies and shows for free, without any subscription and in a completely legal way.

How it works?

It’s easy! Simply plug your SkyWire TV Antenna into any TV. All connections are included in the package. Then turn your TV on, run a channel scan from the Menu of your TV and within 10 seconds you can be watching your favorite shows.

But how can you watch all this for free? The secret lies behind a law that no television operator in the world wants you to know. This specifies that they must provide, in addition to the conventional signal, a signal per radio. In order not to break the law, all operators therefore broadcast this signal.

« This device saved me tons of money! »

You can watch TV 24/7 for free, all in Ultra HD of course. It should be noted that the optimal range is within 30 miles from broadcast towers. Weather and other environmental factors can also have an impact on reception, but thanks to SkyWire TV Antenna’s advanced technology, this should not affect you very much.

What sounds too good to be true is yet a reality. That’s why people all around the world are switching to the SkyWire TV Antenna. Before canceling your cable or satellite subscription, it is important to note that there are some channels that are not accessible with this antenna. But in the end, you will be able to receive 85% of the top watched shows on TV.
SkyWire TV Antenna launch video

But is it legal?

YES! Without a doubt. Its use is entirely legal since the television operators themselves distribute the signal completely free of charge.

Obviously television operators do not like it at all, but they can not do anything about it. They are required by law to maintain this signal. And now, with advanced antennas like SkyWire TV Antenna, you can finally capture it.

How much will it cost me?

You are surely telling you that this device must be extremely expensive ... FALSE! SkyWire TV Antenna is on sale right now for less than $36! Payment at once - no subscription, no monthly fees.
With SkyWire TV Antenna, you will have peace of mind.

Where to buy?

You can order it directly on the company website by clicking here.

**TODAY ONLY**

**50% DISCOUNT** ON SkyWire TV Antenna

Offer expires Today.

If you want to save thousands of dollars and stop paying for cable or satellite TV, and you can afford to lose some lame channels that you probably would not even have watched, you should try the SkyWire TV Antenna.

SkyWire TV Antenna comes with everything you need!

Start watching your favorite channels for free ...

Now that you know everything about this incredible invention, let us show you how easy it is to use. All you have to do is follow these 3 steps:
Step 1 Order SkyWire TV Antenna today to enjoy a 50% discount.

Step 2 When you have received it, open the package and plug it into the TV you want with the included connections, then run a channel scan.

Step 3 Watch the HDTV for free ... SkyWire TV Antenna will automatically show all channels, you just have to choose and enjoy!

It's that simple!

ORDER NOW

Tip: SkyWire TV Antenna is a great gift idea that saves money for everyone who receives it!

Francis Sims
#jan better than paying subscription prices
Like Reply 4 · 30 min

Jan McGrath
Wow it's amazing!! I want to order one.
Like Reply 7 · 16 min

Sara Holland
I just ordered, how long is the delivery
Like Reply 4 · 39 min

Cheryl Lawson
For me it took 7 working days.
Like Reply 7 · 16 min

Gabrielle Sharp
Wow it looks amazing, is anyone already tested?
Like Reply 1 · 1 h

June Holmes
Yes, my husband and I are fans! Super easy to navigate and you can watch everything you want.
Like Reply 2 · 24 min

Jason Bailey
Is it easy to install?
Like Reply 2 · 2 h

Willie Potter
It is easy just plug the coax cable, and go!
Like Reply 3 · 1 h
Judy Wade
Does it work on all TVs?
Like · Reply · 2 · 2 h

Tammy Lynch
Hi Judy, you need coaxial input and all TVs have one.
Like · Reply · 5 · 2 h

Nathan Manning
How long does delivery take to United States?
Like · Reply · 1 · 3 h

Shawna Washington
Hi Nathan, I received mine a week later.
Like · Reply · 3 · 2 h

Leah Graham
Does anyone know how long the delivery takes? I want to buy one for my boyfriend.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 h

Julia Logan
Hey Leah, mine arrived in a week.
Like · Reply · 2 · 2 h

Jonathan Grant
He will be happy! Super gift
Like · Reply · 2 · 1 h
Never Pay For Cable Or Subscriptions Again! This Device Allows You To Watch Your Favorite Channels For Free

With Over 1.5 Million Units Sold Worldwide, Here Is The Best Solution To Watch Your Favorite Channels, Programs And Movies For Free!

John Anderson | Tuesday, March 26, 2019

We all know how frustrating invoices and subscriptions can be.

We pay for cable, for Netflix, for movies and sports on demand ... it accumulates.

And of course, there are all the electronics. The receiver, the Apple TV, the Firesticks, and the DVD player are often expensive.

It is no wonder that more and more people are looking for cheaper and simpler ways to reduce their bills and get rid of all the electronics.

Fortunately, there is a solution to watch HDTV for free and legally!

A US-based company has just created a new, innovative and inexpensive device that is changing the way people use the media.
What is it about?

From SkyLink Antenna, a new antenna capable of receiving up to 100 channels or more completely free and legally.

Developed with military technology, the SkyLink Antenna uses a design that offers a more reliable and technologically advanced antenna than almost any other on the market. That means more channels, movies and shows for free, without any subscription and in a completely legal way.

How it works?

It's easy! Simply plug your SkyLink Antenna into any TV. All connections are included in the package. Then turn your TV on, run a channel scan from the Menu of your TV and within 10 seconds you can be watching your favorite shows.

But how can you watch all this for free? The secret lies behind a law that no television operator in the world wants you to know. This specifies that they must provide, in addition to the conventional signal, a signal per radio. In order not to break the law, all operators therefore broadcast this signal.

This device saved me tons of money!

You can watch TV 24/7 for free, all in Ultra HD of course. It should be noted that the optimal range is within 30 miles from broadcast towers. Weather and other environmental factors can also have an impact on reception, but thanks to SkyLink Antenna’s advanced technology, this should not affect you very much.

What sounds too good to be true is yet a reality. That’s why people all around the world are switching to the SkyLink Antenna. Before canceling your cable or satellite subscription, it is important to note that there are some channels that are not accessible with this antenna. But in the end, you will be able to receive 85% of the top watched shows on TV.
SkyLink Antenna launch video

But is it legal?

YES! Without a doubt. Its use is entirely legal since the television operators themselves distribute the signal completely free of charge.

Obviously television operators do not like it at all, but they can not do anything about it. They are required by law to maintain this signal. And now, with advanced antennas like SkyLink Antenna, you can finally capture it.

How much will it cost me?

You are surely telling you that this device must be extremely expensive ...”

FALSE! SkyLink Antenna is on sale right now for less than $36! Payment at once - no subscription, no monthly fees.

With SkyLink Antenna, you will have peace of mind.
Where to buy?

You can order it directly on the company website by clicking here.

Claim Your SkyLink TV Antenna
Use our exclusive link & get 50% OFF on SkyLink TV Antenna
YES! I WANT 50% OFF
Hurry! Offer Expires Today!

If you want to save thousands of dollars and stop paying for cable or satellite TV, and you can afford to lose some lame channels that you probably would not even have watched, you should try the SkyLink Antenna.

Start watching your favorite channels for free...

Now that you know everything about this incredible invention, let us show you how easy it is to use. All you have to do is follow these 3 steps:

**Step 1** Order SkyLink Antenna today to enjoy a 50% discount.

**Step 2** When you have received it, open the package and plug it into the TV you want with the included connections, then run a channel scan.

**Step 3** Watch the HDTV for free... SkyLink Antenna will automatically show all channels, you just have to choose and enjoy!

01 CONNECT
02 INSTALL
03 ENJOY

SkyLink Antenna comes with everything you need!

It's that simple!
tip. SkyLink Antenna is a great gift idea that saves money for everyone who receives it!

COMMENTS

347 comments

Tim McCray
Does it work on all TVs?
Like • Reply • 4.39 min

Marie Justamon
Hi Tim, you need a coaxial input and all TVs have one.
Like • Reply • 7.16 min

Leona Gutierrez
I paid full price for mine that is not fair!
Like • Reply • 4.51 min

Marie Jackson
How long does delivery take to United States?
Like • Reply • 1.1 h

Gregg Hinton
Hello Marie, I received mine a week later.
Like • Reply • 2.24 min

Sergio Lima de Oliveira
I just received it! I can really watch all the channels! I have already bought one for my mother. Thank you for this great product!
Like • Reply • 6.1 h

Daniel Lercari
Céline, better than paying subscription prices
Like • Reply • 2.2 h
Céline Esteban
Wow its amazing I want to order one
Like • Reply • 3.1 h

add a comment...

Exclusive Offer Expires in 08:46
ORDER NOW!

© SkyLink TV Antenna 2018
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Complaint Exhibit C (page 6)
New York: Seniors Are Taking Advantage of New 2018 Rule That Allows Americans To Get FREE TV In HD, Causing Millions To Cancel Cable

Sunday, March 17, 2019 | By John Wilson

If you could stop paying for cable or satellite TV and still get all of your favorite TV channels in HD for FREE, would you do it? Millions of senior citizens are taking advantage of a brand new rule in 2018 that allows certain regions access to free TV.

Cable and satellite TV can be a big monthly charge, and they're going up around 6 percent per year. If you're fed up paying high bills to watch TV or find that you don't use all the channels you pay for, there's a new rule that allows you to watch all of your favorite channels in HD for free.

The truth is, anybody who is paying for a cable or satellite subscription is getting ripped off. The average American spends $850 per year on cable or satellite TV alone and is set to increase to over $1000 per year in another 3 years.

That's expensive and quite simply, a big waste of money.

Thankfully, if you live in an area where this new rule went into effect, you no longer need to give your hard earned money away to the big cable companies. As a result, Americans are now cutting the cord on their cable companies in record numbers, saving them thousands of dollars.
The new 2018 rule cable companies don't want you to know about...

Up until 2018, cable companies were allowed to "scramble" their channels so that the general public could not access them without paying for their service. However, that all changed starting in 2018, with the government ruling that TV signals are public property and "belong to the people." Ever since this rule went into effect, the big cable companies are panicking because many Americans will no longer need to pay for cable or satellite TV to get their favorite channels in HD. As long as you live in a publicly broadcasted area, it is now possible to watch all of your favorite channels for free with a TV antenna.

However, not all TV antennae will work. In an attempt to block the public from picking up their TV signals, the cable companies are broadcasting their signals at very low frequencies since most antennae will not be able to pick them up. The trick is to get an antenna that can reliably pick up these low frequency signals, and up until now, there hasn't been an antenna advanced enough to pick these signals up reliably. (There are other antennae's on the market, but they fail miserably in comparison to this one)

Developed by a NASA engineer using military technology, the SkyLink HDTV Antenna was just released this year so that it could specifically pick up these signals reliably and has been hailed as the only "super" HDTV antenna. It uses a discrete mud flap modern design which makes it the most reliable and technologically advanced antenna to hit the market today. It can pick up signals out to 60 miles with no problem (as well as the low frequency signals) to enable you to receive free crystal-clear HD channels.

We tested it out for ourselves...

When we first heard about this new "super" HDTV antenna, we were a bit skeptical. So, we decided to buy one ourselves and test it out.

The antenna is supposed to work flawlessly in both the city and the country side, but for our purposes, we drove out to the country side to conduct our test.

Setup was fast and easy. We simply plugged it in to the TV and stuck the antenna to the window (you don't have to stick it to the window, you can stick it anywhere you want).

What happened next was astonishing...

We turned the TV on and found ourselves staring back at an incredibly clear channel in HD. We kept flipping through channels and to our amazement, every channel was crystal clear. Best of all, we received almost all of the most popular channels you would get with cable.
All in all, we were able to access 68 channels in 1080 HD. It was as if we were getting free cable or satellite TV.

Now, before you cancel your cable or satellite subscription, it is important to note that there were a few channels that we could not get with the antenna. But in the end, we were able to receive about 85% of the same channels and more importantly, they were the most popular channels that people actually watch.

The verdict: If you want to save thousands of dollars and stop paying for cable or satellite tv, and don’t mind losing out on a few random channels you probably wouldn’t even watch, you should try the SkyLink HDTV Antenna. If you’re not happy with it, you can always return it for a full refund.

*Update: Wednesday, March 27, 2019* - Since the creation of the 2018 program earlier this year, the HDTV Antenna is so popular it has sold over 1.8 million units. To help seniors take advantage of this opportunity, they’ve decided to offer a one-time discount of 50% off to seniors.

How do I find out if my area is eligible to receive free TV?

Enter your zip code below to check if your region is eligible to receive free TV.

![Enter your zip code](image)

See If Your Region Qualifies >

9 Comments

- **Roxi Overo** - Tyler, Texas
  Has anybody compared this antenna to the other antenna's out there on the market?
  Like · Reply · 84 · Mar 29, 2018 10:13 AM

- **Cheryl Rackers** - Perry High School, Perry, GA
  Yes! there are so many antennas on the market that simply don't work, and trust me, I've tested my fair share of antennas! THIS antenna ACTUALLY WORKS and is head and shoulders above all the other ones on the market.
  Like · Reply · 181 · Mar 30, 2018 12:24 AM

- **June Zukowski Spelman** - Worcester State College
  hmmm im debating if i should just get this antenna and cancel directTV. it would be nice to get rid of my $80/month bill from DirectTV...
  Like · Reply · 55 · Mar 30, 2018 5:10 PM

- **Wilma Kingsleigh** - Indiana University Kokomo
  It looks crazy, but that antenna works as well as a cable hookup
  Like · Reply · 12 · Mar 30, 2018 6:45 PM

- **Scott Richards** - Neiman Marcus
  Just ordered 4 for myself and some of my friends, super excited!!!
  Like · Reply · 68 · Mar 30, 2018 7:22 PM
Brent Wallace  
I have 2... happy with, after initial cost - no bill.

Like · Reply · 50  · Mar 30, 2018 8:55 PM

Jerome Pedro  
Worcester State College
Have one on my camper and it works greaaat

Like · Reply · 68  · Mar 30, 2018 19:53 PM

Mandy Simmons  
Chicago, Illinois
I just received mine in the mail today, took about 4 days to arrive. It is really very easy and simple to use. I am not tech savvy at all and it was a breeze to setup. When I initially scanned for channels, my TV was able to detect 68 channels with the antenna, but only about 50 or so channels had strong enough signal to pick up reliably. Overall, I really like this antenna especially since I don't have to pay for cable anymore.

Like · Reply · 44  · Apr 8, 2018 3:25 PM

Paul Bryant  
Ricky J
I got this antenna and cut the cord on my cable company. So much better than paying $65/month to comcast!

Like · Reply · 35  · Apr 8, 2018 4:52 PM

Laura Sylvia  
Los Angeles Lakers by Citizen Sports
I have used it for 2 weeks, so far loving it, very happy with it

Like · Reply · 12  · Apr 8, 2018 5:02 PM
**POWERFUL RANGE EXTENSION FOR YOUR TV Scout ANTENNA!**

Pull in MORE STATIONS in crystal clear HDTV when you add the TV Scout Amplifier to your deal! Remember, you will get more FREE Stations and increase your range up to 50 MILES!

You won't pay $99.00 for this powerful amplifier. Not even $69.00. If you buy now and add it to your order, you'll pay the crazy low price of $32.00 per unit!

Get Access to More HD Channels Today!

---

Add ONE x1 TV Scout Amplifier to your Order

---

**Double Your Signal**

**Double Your Distance**

**Get More Free Channels**

---

Pull in more FREE TV Stations - increase range up to 50 miles! Change fuzzy stations into crystal-clear stations. It's the perfect combination with your TV Scout to get the optimum pleasure of watching everything come in FREE! So easy to use. Just connect one wire between your TV Scout and your TV set and you are READY TO GO! GRAB THIS NOW AT A LOW LOW PRICE!!!
Setup takes just 30 seconds! Simply connect your antenna to the amplifier and plug the amplifier into your TV. Then power the amplifier with your TV's USB port or an AC adapter, and you're all set!

Grab the **TV Scout Amplifier** and complete Your Home Media setup today! Simple to Use, NOTHING TO LEARN. Hurry, this offer will not be around for long!

1. $32.00
2-3. $29.00 each
4-5. $25.00 each

1

**YES! ADD AMPLIFIER TO MY ORDER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>McAfee SECURE</th>
<th>TRUSTe</th>
<th>Norton by Symantec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure 256-bit SSL Encryption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I Don't Want the Deal
EXTENSIÓN DE RANGO POTENTE PARA SU TELEVISIÓN

ANTENA de Scout!

¡Tiene más STACIÓNES en HD que nunca cuando usted agrega el amplificador del explorador de la TV a su pedido! Recuerde obtener más estaciones GRATIS y aumentar su alcance definido con el paquete de amplificador de Scout TV!

Si usted no pagará $280.00 por este amplificador, por favor, complete su pedido. Si usted compra ahora y lo agrega a su orden, usted pagará el precio bajo de $52.00 por la unidad!

Obtenga acceso a más canales HD hoy mismo!

Añadir Amplificador de TV Scout a su Orden

Dóble la señal
Dóble su distancia
¡Obtenga canales Gratis!

Obtenga más estaciones de TV gratis - aumente el alcance de hasta 50 miles. Controle las estaciones existentes en estaciones cercanas. ¡Es la combinación perfecta con su explorador de TV para conseguir al por menor! Puede montarlo todo sobre su antena HD y reducir un ciclo entre su flujo de TV y su televisión, además, ¡PUEDE GRABAR ESTOS AHORROS EN UN Bajo Precio Bajo!!

¡La configuración toma sólo 10 segundos! Simplemente instale excelentes antenas de amplificador y conecte el amplificador a su televisión. ¡Continúe, conecte el amplificador con el paquete OAM de su televisor o con un adaptador de CA y todo estará listo!

Agarre el amplificador de Scout TV y completa tu configuración de Home.

¡Aquí está! ¡Simple de usar, NADA PARA APRENDER!

Da le paso, esta oferta no estará por mucho tiempo!

¡Añadir Amplificador a Mi Orden!

No suelte el botón.

Complaint Exhibit F